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Restful Bedrooms. Closets are key - maximizing
what you have is a good start. Be ruthless! Have you worn
something in the last 12 months? If not, donate it.
Straighten closets and all storage areas, including folding
things neatly. A well organized closet suggests to buyers
that you are fastidious (even if you aren’t) and have
maintained your home properly. Dispose of extra hangers.
Place bins on low shelves so a child can put toys away.

Make your bed better. The first thing you see when
entering a bedroom is the bed.  Let it showcase the size;
but, bring comfort with a fresh fluffy bedspread, dust
ruffle and pillows - the best part is... they are then yours
to enjoy in your new home! 

Store in Storage Areas...only. Boxes, bins and
stored items should be in attics and basements not in
living areas of the house. If necessary, rent a storage bin
at a local complex.  You will have to pack everything at
a later time anyway, so do it now and then it is done. 

Small Projects -
Big Return
Decor is a lot like most people’s wardrobe - there are a
few items that went out of style a decade ago, but, they’re
so comfortable that it seems impossible to see them go.
Everything needs updating eventually!  

Before placing your house on the market, make as many
repairs and improvements as you can.  It will be worth
it!  “New” and “just replaced” are magic words that attract
home buyers.

Consider a few projects to
make the sale from the
moment potential buyers
exit their car:
• Apply a fresh coat of
• paint where needed
• New light fixtures
• Change cabinet
• hardware
• Replace carpet/flooring
• Replace mirrors/
• medicine cabinets in
•bathroom

• Install closet 
• organizer systems
• Change faucets
• Re-grout tile

• Freshen up the basement
• Add storage shelving in garage/basement
• Power-wash siding and deck 

Big Renovating Mistakes:
• Avoiding permits
• Setting an unrealistic budget
• Hiring the wrong contractor
• Taking on more than you can handle
• Over-improving for your neighborhood

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Jeanette Perruso
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Bethlehem Office 610.865.5555 x 154
Cell: 610.310.8359
jperruso@weichert.com
www.contactjeanette.com

Choosing a REALTOR to help you sell your home may feel like an arduous task. The right agent can make the process
easier - and more profitable.  Someone with years of experience and success will help you make smart decisions in a
competitive market. Trust your home to an expert in the field!

I hope the tips in this pamphlet are helpful to you.  I offer my clients fact filled, easy to understand information - an
exclusive Home Marketing Plan and full-time availability.  Call anytime with questions, I look forward to hearing
from you.

Information 2012 Weichert, Realtors.® If your home is currently listed with a real estate broker, this is not intended to be a solicitation of the listing. Each WEICHERT®
franchised office is independently owned and operated. Weichert® is federally registered trademark owned by Weichert Co. All other trademarks are the property of
their respective owners. REALTOR® is a federally registered collective membership mark which identified a real estate professional who is a Member of the NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS® and subscribed to its strict Code of Ethics. All square footage, room dimensions, and lot size are approximate. Offering subject to
errors, omissions, prior sale, change of price, or withdrawal without notice. The information herein is provided by the seller, and not Weichert, Realtors, and while deemed
reliable, is not guaranteed.
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Next time you pull up to your home, park across the
street and look at your property through
buyers eyes... curb appeal is so important!

We l l - c h o s e n
improvements
can draw buyers
into the home
and add value.
Both facade and
yard should say:
“this house is
loved.” You only
have one chance
for a first
impression. If
your home has great curb appeal, everyone - including
potential home buyers - will want to see what’s inside.

View your house as a portrait. Create a
composition where everything - hardscape, softscape,
entry way, exterior walls and roof works together.

Revisit your approach. Design a welcome path from
street to door, which should be the focus. Punch up
walkways and driveways. If replacing them with good-
looking pavers is out of the budget, add a stone or brick
border. Fix or replace uneven or boring walkways.

Tend to the small stuff. Simple details like new
address numbers, a new doorbell, a handsome mailbox
and a fresh doormat say you care.

Illuminate the site. Too many lights make a walk
look like an airport runway. A home should look safe and
attractive. Add a few lights in trees for a special glow.
Add polish. If your outdoor light fixtures look weathered,
or your door handles look worn, repaint or replace them.
Shiny new metal makes people say, “Oooo.”

Remember the piece de resistance. A front door
should be clearly visible since it’s the entry and focal
point for prospects. A polished knocker adds cachet.

Touch up painted surfaces. Sellers should remove
paint and repaint the affected areas. If you can’t afford to
paint the whole house, at least repaint the trim. Make
doors and windows pop. If a buyer walks up to a door that’s
old and faded they think, “this house must be a fixer upper.”

Curb Appeal Make windows sparkle. Use a garden hose to wet
outside windows before washing; it helps loosen dirt.
Second - or third-story windows may necessitate
professional help.

Tidy landscaping. Recommend sellers remove dead
trees and leaves, prune overgrown shrubs,
edge beds, and plant seasonal flowers. Fill
flowerbeds that will look good now and
later. That is, after summer annuals go, have
something in planters that will bloom or
change color in Fall. Tier planters so taller
shrubs are in back, smaller ones, in front.
To keep a tip-top lawn, sellers should
plant, fertilize, and water according to
schedule that reflects the soil and climate
conditions. Green up the grass. If it’s
brown, or has bald spots, fix it.

Color it carefully. Pick a palette that
conforms to the neighborhood yet sets your house apart
- a fine but critical line. “Neutral isn’t the same as boring.”
Don’t be the house where people drive by and say, “What
happened here.”

De-Clutter for a
Quicker Sale
Why are home buyers reluctant to consider buying
a property filled with excess belongings and
furniture?  Too much stuff makes it feel like the
walls are closing in on you. Once all that stuff is
gone, the house really opens up. Most clutter consists
of personal possessions, like toiletries found on
bathroom counters and family
pictures dotting the walls.
People can’t picture themselves
living in a house with a lot of
personal stuff. It’s all very
distracting.

Take a strategic approach.
The first thing would-be home
sellers should do is prepare a
written step-by-step plan. First
step involves a meeting with their
listing agent to get an itemized
list of recommendations for
changes to the property.

This kind of methodical precess keeps you from getting
frazzled and off track. It’s amazing how much you can
accomplish when you’re really focused.

Hire extra hands. Many home sellers can successfully
de-clutter their property without outside assistance. But
some will require outside help. Hiring a professional
organizer is an excellent idea if you’re feeling stuck or
overwhelmed by a project. Many organizing firms can
mobilize a team on short notice.

Thorough sorting through possessions is a daunting task
for nearly all who put their homes on the market.
Consider the positive benefits of the process. Moving is
a fabulous opportunity to pare down and decide what’s
really important to you.

Prepare your house
for sale without breaking
the bank with these
following tips: 
Let the Light in. Make any room look brighter with
clean blinds and sparkling windows, inside and out.  And
speaking of light, make sure the bulbs work in all the
lamps, they even shine brighter when wiped with a
damp cloth. Pay attention to ceiling fans - run your
fingers over them, both the blades and lights need to be
free of dust and cobwebs and washed.

Scents & Sensibility. There is a strong connection
between smells and emotions.
Given that home buying can be
an emotional process, you’ll
want your home to look AND
smell good when you are
getting it ready to show.  If
there are any foul odors in your
home, don’t just cover them up
by baking cookies - try to
identify the source and focus on
eliminating the odors.  After
living in a home for years, you
may not notice subtle
(sometimes not so subtle)
smells, whether they’re from
pets, smoke or food.  This is

where a second opinion is
critical.  Have a trusted
friend, neighbor or Realtor
come to your house and tell
you if there are any odors.

Freshen Up. Before your
home is shown, run a lemon
through the garbage
disposal. For non-smokers,
even a hint of cigarette
smoke can be a deal breaker.
Fresh paint and
professionally cleaned
upholstery will help.

Pet Protection. If you have pets, consider thoroughly
vacuuming and shampooing all carpets and furniture to
remove excess fur, stains and smells.  Keep kitty litter
boxes clean.  

Kitchen Aid. When it comes to increasing the value
of your home, stage your kitchen to spotlight it’s best
features. 

Roomy Countertops - Put extras away.  Have no
more than 3 appliances on the countertops - even
fewer if the counter space is small.  Remove excess
items such as knife blocks, phones and baskets,
which will make the countertops look smaller than
they really are.

Highlight - If the home has a center island, make
it a focal point with flowers or a bowl of fresh fruit;
if not, highlight a special feature with a pop of
color.

Tidy up Cabinets - Potential  buyers do open
kitchen cabinets and look inside.  Take everything
out of the cabinets and scrub them with a cleaner,
dispose of unnecessary items and organize neatly.

Bathing Beauty, Revamp Focal Points. The
bathroom - big or small is one of the rooms in your
house that gets a lot of attention - from you, your family,
and potential buyers.  Redecorating your bathroom can
be a simple weekend project that will leave you with a
new sense of style.  For big impact, with minimal effort,
start by reducing clutter on the counters.  Change out
accessories like the soap dispensers, shower curtains and
rugs.  Put out attractive “for show only” towels.  Scrub
grout in tile floors and walls, it takes a little elbow grease,
but the results are well worth it.  Polished sinks and
sparkling faucets are a must!    


